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Videotel Digital’s 
Engaging Contactless/
Non-Touch Interactive 
Digital Signage Solution 
with the VP90 Digital 
Signage Player & Software

Sponsored Content

About Videotel Digital

Videotel Digital is based in San Diego, CA 
with more than 40 years of experience as an 
award-winning and leading manufacturer of  
reliable and industrial-grade digital signage 
media players, seamless looping DVD players, 
interactive digital signage solutions and  
Hypersound directional sound speakers. 

A new solution from Videotel Digital is transforming touch signage into a 
touch-less alternative. 

Create a safe and user-friendly interactive digital signage display with our VP90 
4K digital signage player. Use our free digital signage cloud software while dis-
playing a QR code to simply turn a personal mobile phone into a remote control 
to safely engage with an interactive screen. Customers or visitors take a picture 
of the code, and the screen automatically transfers to their smartphone. The 
user can then navigate the screen without actually touching it. It is important 
that this not be confused with just a QR code that simply takes a guest to a 
webpage. This is very unique in that the user can actually navigate, interact, 
mirror and control the TV monitor or touchscreen in front of them with 
their mobile phone in hand!

Product information, interactive product demos, discount o!ers and coupons, 
and something as integral as a restaurant menu are all now controlled on a 
mobile device in real time in order to limit physical contact. A dedicated web-
site gives onsite customers mobile access to everything on the screen, right 
from the palm of their hand.

This solution is ideal for avoiding high-touch surfaces and for hands-free 
interactive corporate directories, contactless museum exhibits, hotel lobbies, 
restaurants, healthcare centers, trade shows and events, banks, and more. In 
a retail store application, our software counter component keeps track of the 
number of people in a store. This helps maintain safe social distancing while 
shopping. 

The VP90 4K interactive digital signage player is also compatible with our other 
non-touch and contactless interactive modules such as the WAVE to Play prox-
imity sensor, or our SENSE smart sensor that detects a person’s distance from a 
display.  The VP90 can also be paired with our infrared non-touch LED buttons, 
which are ideal for museum exhibits and elevator buttons. 

The VP90 player comes with our Studio Pro digital signage cloud software. This 
means no software fees, no subscription fees, and no license fees.  The cloud 
software provides hundreds of templates, or you can design your own custom 
screen. You may design a screen with unlimited quadrants to include a long 
list of software components such as weather, social media, RSS news feeds, 
scrolling advertisements, streaming videos, catalogs of rotating items, and 
more.  The player reads content locally from a USB or SD card, or content can 
be accessed and changed remotely from a URL, FTP or LAN. It is additionally 
Wi-Fi capable. 

All our solutions include a two- year warranty and free customer and technical 
support.   
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